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The xio500 blu-ray is really nice for gaming and media use. For about $80, it's a very good gaming media player. the only catch is there
are numerous dvd regions on the blu-ray. There's no doubt that sony is leading in this race. The xio500 is an impressive device. Similar
to the uxmax, the xio500 has unique and great features. the xio500 has a 22hr battery life which is a remarkable feat for a player. It's
also quite light at 3lbs The xio500 is a full-function DVD player, not a player/recorder. This player has a few small glitches but is very
easy to use. The xio500 is an excellent home theater media player, with a nice design and sleek feel. The xio500 is an excellent player
with a lot of accessories. It comes with amazing features but still not the best value for the money. The xio500 is an excellent player but
it lacks features of other dvd players. It has a very good and generous 22hr battery life and has a wide variety of connectivity options.
The xio500 is a great solution for those looking for a good media player. It has an impressive 22hr battery life but there are no extras
included, such as wireless so this is a con. The remote has a few glitches and is a bit bulky. I would recommed this player for someone
looking for a good media player. The xio500 is an excellent player but with its huge 22hr battery life and neat design, this media player
is great. Price: $120 Blue light shining well in dark rooms, included in the package. The xio500 comes with a 2-year warrantee The
xio500 is a high quality player with a great battery life but it comes without extras, which is the only con. The xio500 is an excellent
player but the remote is a bit bulky, and has a few glitches. Uxmax DX-DPS2HD They are 4:3 The xio500 is a bit bulkier than the xio3,
but the price makes up for it. The xio500 has a greater number of connections and has a nice design with tons of bling. Conclusion: The
xio500 is a nice add on player to the u
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